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ANY ITERATION FOR POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS USING 
LINEAR INFORMATION HAS INFINITE COMPLEXITY* 
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Abstract. This is the third paper in which WC study iterations using linear information for the 
solution of nonlinear equations. In Wasilkowski [I] and [2] we have considered the existence of 
globally ccsnvergcnt iterations for the class of analytic functions. Here we study the complerity 
of such iterations. Wc prove that even for the class of scalar complex polynomials with simple 
zeros. any i’cration using arhdrary linear information has infinite complexity. More precisely, 
WC show thot for any iteration $ and any integer k. there exists a complex polynomial f with all 
simple zwos such that the first k approximations produced by 2 30 not approximate any solution 
of f = 0 better than a starting approximation x0. This holds even if the distance between .Y() and 
the nearest solution of f ‘- 0 is arbitrarily small. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper WP continue the study oi iterations using linear informatian for the 
solution of nonlinear equations f’ = 0. In Wasilkowski [l] we have proven that no 
wtiorzearv iteration using linear information can be glohafly convergent for the 
class of scalar analytic functions with simple zeros. In Wasilkowski [2] we have 
exhibited rmwtatiorrurv iterations which are globally convergent for the class of 
analytic functions with simple zeros even for the ah?tract case. 
In this paper we deal with the complexity of iterations using linear information. 
We prove the surprising result that any such iteration has ir$rzite complexity even 
for the class ,‘\ of scalar complex polynomials with simple zeros. To make this 
negative re4t as strong as possible we have chosen a relatively simple class 3. 
FurthermoTe we deal with a very general definition of information and iteration. 
Namely, an!’ -equence of linear finite dimensional operators is considered as possible 
lnform;ltion, and any sequence of functionals as an iteration. We also do not specify 
which zero of f is aizproximated, and the assumptions concerning the starting points 
art’ t-cry weak. IJnder these assumptions we prove that for any positive L, any 
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integer k, and any iteration C$ using linear information, there exists :I complex 
polynomial f having only simple zeros such that the distance between a starting 
approximation x0 and a nearest zero ar of f is no larger than t and the first k 
approximation produced by 4 do not approximate any zero of f better than XO. 
Note that L can be arbitrarily small which means that .x0 can be arbitrarily close 
to a. 
Let S(f) denote the set of all zeros of f. By the complexity of an iteration we 
mean the total cost of producing an approximation XN where A! is the minimal 
index such that dist(XN, S(f)) d F dist(x,, S(f)) for a given number s, F < 1. We do 
not specify exactly what we mean by the ‘cost’. We merely assume that the cost 
of the assignment operation is not zero. Thus, the complexity of an iteration is at 
least proportioanl to iV. Since we shall show that N can be arbitrarily large for 
some polynomials, this proves that for every E the complexity is infinite in the class 
,“r. This is a very strong result since even assuming (theoretically) that ali operations 
except assignment are free, the complexity is still infinite. 
This paper also illustrates the important difference between the concepts of global 
convergence and complexity. The class of all linear informatior? supplies enough 
knowledge about f to guarantee the existence of globally convergent iterations but 
the complexity of any such iteration is infinite. 
We summarize the contents of the paper. For the reader’s convenience, in Sections 
2 through 5 we deal only with iterations without memory. In Sections 2 and 3 we 
define infonnatiorz, iteratiolz without memory, globally cortuerger~t Iteration, and 
compZe_x-ity of an iteration. In Section 4 we prove two theorems which +,!ay an 
essential role in the proof of the main result which is established in Section 5. In 
Section 6 we extend all results tr;? iterations with memory. In Section 7 me pose 
some open problems. 
2, Information and iterations without memory 
For the reader’s convenience we re;)eat the very gerreral definition of information 
and iteration without memory introduced in Wasilkowski 121. For simplicity, in 
Sections 2 through 5 we deal only with iterations without memory. The extension 
to the general case is given in Secticjn 6. 
Let H be the class of all complex polynomials and \‘\ be the subset of M which 
consists of all polynomials having onfy simple zeros. Let S\f\ denote the set of all 
zeros of fi f E H. Consider the solution of a nonlinear equation 
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B-1, L 2,. , . , L,]:H XC-&“, is defined as 
where t I = x and 
for some functions sj, j = 2,3,. . . , n. Thus any .q depends on the previously 
computed information. Rx brevity we shall sometimes write zj = z,(f). Let & be 
the class of all such information operators. 
Consider a sequence of linear information operators 9 = {%,}, !V, E &,. Let x0 be 
an approximation of a solution of (2.1 J. Suppose we construct a sequence of 
approximations (x,) by the formula 
S, = cp,bb; ‘3L(f, -m (2.3) 
where qI : DwI c ’ -Q -+ C are functionals, cp, E @(%,). Then the sequence (F = (q,} is 
called an ~MHI&~I wihxr~ tttetttory using 9, + t 6(g). 
3. Complexity of iterations 
In this section we define the complexity of an iteration. Let 
denote the distance between the point r and the set S(f). Let L. be a positive 
number and let + be an iteration without memory. For any f~ ;j and _I-(, such that 
(3.1) 
consider the sequence (x,) generated by <F. For any C, F < 1, define .V = NQ, F, .Y~~, fj 
as the minimal integer, if it exists, such that 
distk.~, S(f)) s P dist(x,,, S(f)), (3.2, 
and N = +NJ otherwise. The number N is determined by how many iterative steps 
are necessary to reduce the starting error by E. 
Let comp(& F, A-~), f  be the total co31 of computing sN satisfying (3.2). We do 
not specify exactly what we mean by the ‘cost’. We merely assume that the cost 
of the assignment operation is not zero. Since any iterative step performs at least 
one assignment operation, there exists a positive number c such that 
In Wasilkowskl [2] we showed there exist globally corzcergerzr itemtiom, i.e., 
iterations which for any yl, and f satisfying (3.1) construct a sequence (_u } such that 
lim x, E S!f). (3.4) 
1 + x- 
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(This also holds for L = 00.) Note that for any globally convergent i eration 4, the 
number N($, E, ~,f) is finite for any positifve E, any x0, and any fixed f ;rom 3. 
We shall show that N($, E, x0, f) is unbounded for a subset of 3. Let 
3(x0) = {f E 3: dist(xo, SCf )) < L). (3.5) 
Thus, 3(x0) is the set of all polynomials f from 5 for which the distance between 
the initial approximation x0 and the nearest zero off is less than L. Let 
N($, E, xo) = sup NG E, xo, f 1 
fE ;)\IXd 
(3.6) 
‘be the minimal number of iterative steps which are necessary to reduce the starting 
error by E for all f from $(_Q~). Similarly, let 
comp($, E, x0) = sup comp(cp, c, x0, fh (3.71 
/-G J(xo) 
Due to (3.3), 
It is intuitively obvious that for P = 0, NC+, 0, so) = + XL In Section 5 we prove 
that for any L E (0, +a), any iteration + using linear information and any x,, E C. 
which, due to (3.81, implies that 
This means that the cost of reducing the starting error may hc arbitrarily larpc f,>r 
some polynomials from 3 cvcn if x,, is vary close to a solution. 
4. Two theorems 
In this section we prove two theorems which play an essential role in rhe proof 
of the main result. Although Theorem 4.1 is intuitively obvious its proof is !ong 
and difficult. Since this theorem is basic, it would be interesting to find a simpler 
proof. 
We first define a linear operator used Mow. For any linear information opcratrar 
!X = [I-*, L:, . . . , L,,], !N E (II,,, and any .Y(, we define a linear operator !+. fE N, 
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Theorem 4.1. For any integer n, any linear information operator %?, 3 E (Ln, any 
integer k, any functionals cp~, (~2, . . . , tpk E Qz(t%), and any starting point x0 E 63, there 
exists a polynomial f E 3(x0) such that 
x0,x1,*-- , .rLi @i scf, (4.3) 
where x, = ~Jxo; 31( f, x&), i = 1.2, . . . , k. 
Proof (induction with respect o n). We first prove (4.3) for n = 1. Sines 9 E &, 
there exists a nonzero polynomial /I, h E H, satisfying 
3(h, ~0) = Q. (4.4) 
Then there exists p, p E (0, !L), such that h (xc1 +p) f 0. For positive a, define 
/2xb=s -x0-p +c.rh(x)* 
Let yrtcr) Ye,. . . , y&r) be the zeros of fC, where r is the degree of h. From the 
them-y of algebraic functions (see e.g., Wilkinson [3]) We know that y 1(~) # x0 +p 
and ~*&+-w-,~+~ s as CI tends to zero. It is possible to show that the Y,(U) are simple 
Z&OS and i vp (o)l--, + 00 as CT goes to zero, i ~2. Thus, for sufficiently small CT, 
t: e &sd andfq,m,b 3~ 0. Due to (4.41, %[L,, x0) = 9(x - .q,-P. s,,) which means that 
does not depend on U, i = 1, 2, . . s-9 k. Note that there exists a small CT~ such that 
Indeed. for small u we have iy,(a)l >max+ I5 k I.-Xi1 for j = 2, 3, . . , L Since ydd 
takes infinitely many values as u tends to zero, there exists q such that y 1 h) * xl, 
i = 1.L. .,k, which proves (4.5). Taking now f-h,,, we get f~ ;‘~Lxo) and 
[lb, -Xl* . . . , _t4 $ S(f). This coinpletes the proof of (4.3) for n = 1. 
Sq.pose now by induction. that (4.3) holds for .SI 5 120. We want to show that 
$.,3) also holds for 11 = II~, + 1. On the contrary assume that there exisi 91: E q’f,,, 
k, k&l, q,,, - . . . qr; E 9(%: I and x(, E C such that ft)r any polynomial f E $(.Q), 
Define the information operator 
wher, 2, are given by 31 z. We shall construct functionals q$, & . . . , q$ E @(‘3?i-J 
such that the st3 (X ,,,_ VT. .$. . . . . .t.;i:}, X: ==_~~(f)=cpf%,,; Y(\$ l(f,.xo)L contains a 
ztxcl of f for any polynomial f from 2(x0). Since !TIz 1 E J/,,,,, this will be a contra- 
diction. 
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Let 
; A I= {fe 3(x0): fbo) = 01. 
and let A2 be the set of all f E .%(x0) for which the functional Lz( *, t,(f)) is linearly 
dependent on the functionals L$, 21(f)), Lz( 0, z$ ‘\), . . . , Lz _l( 0, t”_,(f)), i.e., 
f E AZ iff there exist constants cl, c2, . . . , cn- 1 such that 
n-1 
LZ(* 9 Zn(f)) = C C&T( l 9 zj(f))* 
j-1 
(4.7) 
Note that ci depends on the values z,(f). zz(f), . . . , z,,(f) and the function& 
LT, L;, . . . ,L~.Observealsothatforf~AzwedonotlravetocomputeL~(f,t,,(f)) 
since, 
is expressed by the previously computed 
Let 
A3 = ;FW\iA 1 w A2L 




For an information operator !I{ and f E 3, let 
where ‘3+ is a linear operator detined by (Al). We need the following lemmas. 
Proof. From (3.9) there exists a polynomial j, <‘ = <($ E N, such that L$(j. :,,#r = 1 
and i E ker !JI* _ )I I ,f. Define 
g,,(s) =f(.Y)+trj’(Y) 
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Let h be an arbitrary polynomial, h E ker %$f. Consider 
where /3 is a sufficiently small number. Then ga,s E A3 and %z(g, x0) = 92 cfgWWg, xq) 
which means that x, (g& = x, (g,) does not depend on p, i = 1,2, . . . , k, and therefore 
h h&b)) = 0, V@ E (0, ad* 
Since h is arbitrary, this yields that S(g + 0s) n B(YZ$ is nonempty. 
Let It E ker 531 Evf be a nonzero polynomial. Then there exists iO = i,(a) E [ 1, k] such 
that xh is a zero of 3 +oc and h, a E (0, oo). Since a takes infinitely many values, 
there exist distinct (r) and ~2, both from (0, a& such that i&q) = io(a2j. Let 
0 
I = itI = i&z) and x: = x,(g& = xj(g,). Then 
This means %(x f ) = j(x T ) = 0 and since h is arbitrary, we get 
Since ker $1: lsd = ilin{[)@ker 922.1, see (4.9) and the definition of 6, we get X: E 
S(t’)nB(!?l:- I.,). Thus S(f)nB(%:- ,,f) is nonempty which completes the proof 
of Lemma 4.1. 0 
For any [, f~ &xc,), let r = r(f), j -j(f), (j = 1,2,. . . , r) be indices such that 
{l.Kr l , ZJfh t:,c ’ 9 z,,tfH, l l l , L;( l , q,cfN is a basis of the space lin{L?( l , II(~)), 
I_;\*. :g/N,. . . 1 LZ ~cf))}. Let L52, . . . , &, &(f) E H, be polynomials satisfying 
L3i 
( 1 
.) =r,(f)) = lo 
if s = i, 
ifs f i. 
Lemma 4.2. (i) AJ c A-t, 
[ii\ If A&#, thtvt for any f EAA, 
* s(w,)ABw,, ,*fWS(f). 
Proof. Without losq of generality we can assume that t-l3 is nonempty. Let f~ A.3 
be arbitrary. Then hf zj - wf E ker 92 z _! ,( and from Lemma 4.1, there exists CY E 
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S(f)nB(8z_l,r).Thus, wf(rw)=f(a)-h&r) =Owhich meansthatS(&nB(Y&,) 
is nonempty. Thus, f E Ad which proves that A3 c Ad. 
To prove (ii), let f be an arbitrary polynomial from Ad. There exists Q 1 E 
S(w,)nS(\32~-~,r).SincehfEker~~-r,f,f(cY1) =wf(al) + h&x1) = 0 which means that 
cyl E S(f). Thus, Lemma 4.2 is proven. 0 
Note that knowing 9& (f, ~0) we can verify whether f belongs to Ai, i = 2, 4. 
Furthermore f& any FE 3(x0) with %z--,@ x0) =Y&(f, x0), TEA, iff f tsAf, i = 2, 
4. For i = 1,2, . . . , k, define 
0 otherwise, 
where f~ 3(x0) and 92: _ I({ .x0) = !Tlz Af, sd. Thus, the functionals GJ: are well 
defined and ~7 E @(%z _& Furthermore 
Indeed, if f E A4 then, due to Lemma 4.2(ii), c&.v~~. \I?f ,(f, .I$) = cct‘ E 9 f) for any 
i=1,2,..., Cc. If f E ~(xo)\A 4, then due to Lemma 4.2(i), f c A 1 v ,4 ;! which means 
that either .x()E S(f) or ~~l(_uo; !J?z .Icf; so)) = qi,,(Y _ (); !?jfi(f, xc HE S( f, for Gome id 
[l, k]. Since q? E cP(%c -L) and SZc I E ((/ ,,,,, (4.10) contradicts the induct ivc assump- 
tion. Thus, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed. 3 
Theorem 4.11 says that for any linear information opcr;ttor 31‘ and any finite 
number of furxtionals +c!, q:, . . . , qk E @(!V 1, there exists it polynomial* [E ;I X,J 
such that no point A-~ =~J.Y,~; !Xtf; .u,,U is a z cro o of /: Now WC show that A, cannot 
approximate cy better than .vo. 
which completes the proof, 
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Sup&?ose therefore that I f 8. Consider a polynomial w of the form 
H’(X) = n LX -x,)‘“(x -x0) i a,.~‘, m = max(3n, degg}, (4.11) 
It-f [ =o 
satisfying 
!v,(w,=O. (4.12) 
Note that (4.12) is equivalent to the following system of n homogeneous linear 
equations 
i a$‘,, n (x -AI, ~“~~.\’ 
i 
- so~x’,r,(g) =o fors=1,2 I..., n. (4.13) 
0 I 0 8C 1 
Since (4.13) has more unknowns than equations, ther exists a non-zero polynomial 
satisfying (4.11) and (4.12). Consider the factorization of W, 
p,j (- n + 1 and p, H3r1 for i E I. (4.14) 
For CT > 0 define 
Since I: has only simple zeros then for sufficiently small (T, h, E 3. Furthernaore from 
the theory of algebraic functions, see e.g., Wilkinson 133, I:, has zeros A,, b 1, 
I e I ti {C&j = I, 2, . _ . , p,, satisfying 
and zeros yl,kr 1, i = 1.2, . . . , t and j = I, 2, . . . , s,, which tend to ))I when CT goes 
to zero. Thus, f,, E &scl) for suficientl:l small IT. Since !1?&, x0) = %(R, x0) then 
-XI I f, 1 = .I-, (g 1 for i = 1.2, . . . , k, and therefore 
distla!If], 1. S\ f.r )I = A#,& “I( 1 + o( 1)) for i = 0 and i E 1. 
From this and cit. 151 we get for i E I, 
Since AI are bounded away from zero, there exists v(,, ql MI, such that 
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This implies dist(xi&J, S(f,,)) a ~ist(x0, S&J), Vid. * Note that 
dist(xi(f,,,), S(f-,J) = dist(xo, S&J) f 0, Vi g 1. Thus puttingf = ,,, we ge; fe >(xo) 
and 
min 
iTO, 1,. . . , k 
dist(.x,(f), S(f)) = distb, S(f)) f 0 
which completes the proof. q 
5. Main result 
We are ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 5.1. For any positioe L, any sequence of hear information operators 
Tl = (Vii), any iteration without memory 4 = {vi) E 4(R), tirtd atty starthgpoir2t .vta E C, 
A&, E, X(j) = + cx), VF < 1. 
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6. Memory 
In this section we briefly extend all previous definitions and results to iterations 
with memory. Let H and 3 be the class of polynomials defined as in Section 2. 
Let m, m > 0, be an integer, and let Li : H x Cm+i + C be a functional which is 
linear with respect to f: Then the linear information operator ‘32, T = 
[L L 29 * . . ) L,]:H x m+t -+ C”, is defined as 
* l . * L”(f, Zl, r29 l l ’ 9 f?n+n)l (6.1) 
where ~1 =~q), 22=-~-l,. . . , zmt+l =x-m and Z, =ej(Zr,. . . , zm+l, L,(f, zI,z~,. . . , 
rmt& Lz(f, 21, z2,, . . , zm+2), , l . , L&f, 21, z2,. . . , zm+j-I)) fQr SOme functions 5i, 
/rm+%,m+3,...,n.Let(I,~, be the class of all such information operators. Let 
\n - {%J be a sequence of %i, YIi E (t,,,,,,,. For distinct ~0, x 1, . . . , x -,,, we construct 
a sequence of approximations {Xi) by the formula 
s, = fPlb-0, 8. lr l l l , x m; Wf, x0, x - 1, . . . , x Am)) (6.2) 
where cp, =Dlp, ~6:‘~“‘~~~ + C are functionals, cp, E @m(YIi). Let now 4 = (vi} be a 
sequence of functionals cp,, cpi E a,, (*%, ). Then 4 is called an iteration with memory 
using ‘ft. + E 6m ($9). 
Let \3) = {VI,} be a sequence of linear information operators with memory, 92, E 
& n,.‘m CE - = {@,I E 6”,, F be a positive number, and x0, x l, . . . , x. m be given distinct 
points. For any f~ 3, define 
N =Nuj,F,x,,,x 1,. . . rx ,,,,f) (6.3) 
as the minimal integer, if it exists, such that 
dist(_rN, Scf)) 5 F distk,, SC/‘)), (6.4) 
and IV = + QO otherwise. Let comp($, F’, x0. x l, . . . , x -,,,, f) be the cost of wmputing 
A-N. Let L, L, ~0, be a given constant. ‘Then 
where >(.r,J is defined by (3.6). Similarly, let 
As before, there exists a positive c such that 
comp(& F, so, s I, . . . , x ,,1) 
aN($, P) S(). Xl, . . . , x m)* V(p,F,X(),_C* ,..*, x.,. (6.7) 
By a technique similar to the proof of ‘Theorem 5. I it is possible to prove 
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Theorem 6.1. For any positive L, any nz, m > 0, any sequence of hear information 
operators with memory 9, any iteration & + E @,,(‘5)) and any distinct starting pohtf 
x0, x -1, . . . , x-m E @, 
comp(& E, x0, x - 1, . l e , x- ,,A = N+, E, x0, -~-I, . . . . Km)= +a, ‘tlE < 1. 
Remark 6.1. In practice one often wants to reduce a residual error, i.e., to find a 
point xk such that 
for some E < 1. Note that (6.8) does not imply that xk is closer to a solution a E S( f i 
than x0. For problem (6.8) we pose the same question: 
What is the complexity of any iteration + using linear information salving 
(6.8j? 
it can be proven that the complexity of + is infinity even for a subclass of &x~J. 
More precisely, let T be a finite dimensional linear operator which maps If canto 
C. Let c E C. Define 
For any iteration with memory (F E &,(%, any c” ( 1, any stj E 43, and any ff 
,‘\(_Q, T, c), define IV’ = Iv’@, F, c, so, f) as the minimal integer, if it exists, such that 
if(_v&l Y. F If(~,,)l, and N’ = + CYI otherwise. Furthermore, let 
Then for any sequence of linear information operators with memory !P. any 
$ E &,,, ( R I, any T, any nonzero c E ICI’\, and any distinct starting points 
so, x I. . . . , s ,,, E @, WC have 
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steps to reduce the starting error dist(xo, S(f)). Let P = P(g, @, k) be the set of all 
such difficult polynomials and let d = d(%Y, $, k ) be the minimal degree of such 
polynomials, i.e., 
Problem 1. Find d as a function of HI, k, and 111) ~12, . . . , nk. 
It can be shown that 
dqk +2(2+bj, +k. (7.1) 
In general, this bound is not sharp. For instance, for a stationary iteration, 
(i s (k + 1 )(tt, + 1) + k. (7.2) 
Ry a stationary iteration we mean an iteration, which constructs a sequence of 
approximations by the formula 
-XI+ 1 =~~(S,,x‘ 1,. . . ,s, “,; 3~,(f,x,,x, Iv. *.,x, ,H (73) 
Theorem 6.1 states that the set P of ‘difficult’ polynomials is nonempty. It would 
also be interesting to investigate how ‘large’ this set is. We therefore pose 
Problem 2. What proportion of polynomials froIn 3(x(,) is ‘difficult’? 
In this paper we have restricted ourselves to the class 3 of all complex polynomials 
having only simple zeros. It is interesting to fi11d for which classes of problems the 
same negative result holds, i.e., for which classes of problems the complexity of 
tinding xaV using linear information is infinite. Does this hold for the class of all 
re4 poiynomials with all simple zeros? We summarize this in 
Problem 3. Characterize the classes of problems for which the complexity of finding 
ss is iniinite. 
From our results it follows that to make the complexity of finding _yh: finite, it is 
ncccssary to use some nonlinear information about j’. An important open problem 
is to chilracterize nonlinear information which yields not only finite but relatively 
small complexity. On the other hand, there exists nonlinear information for 
which the con- .jlexity is still infinity. For instance, if ‘31rf, x0) = G(L,(f, 21), 
452th CT:], . . . , t,,(f,z,)) where L,,..., L,, are, as always, linear functionals with 
respect to ,( and G is an arbitrary operator (nonlinear in general), then it is obvious 
tha! for any sequence %! of such iteration operators, the complexity of finding XN 
is infinitt:. We propose 
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Problem 4. ii) For a given nonincreasing function g, g: [O, 1) -P R, find inform,ibtion 
$? and an iteration 4 using 8 such that the complexity comp(q, e, x0) s g(E t for 
any E E [0, 1). 
(ii) Characterize the class of all information for which the complexity of finding 
xN is finite. 
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